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Introduction 
 
Perhaps you’ve decided to write new piece–or arrange existing material–for plucked 
string ensemble. Perhaps you are a musician or aspiring conductor studying a score 
and trying to make sense of what the composer intended. Whether you are 
performing, composing, or conducting for a plucked string ensemble, this 
compendium is for you. 
 
For half a century, I’ve been playing mandolin and guitar. For nearly two decades, 
I’ve conducted the Austin Mandolin Orchestra. When I was writing Opus Twelve: 
New Music for Mandolin Ensembles, I went on a quest to learn everything I could 
about good music notation in general and specifically plucked string techniques.	  

 
By curating these resources, I hope to inspire you–adventurous players and 
composers–to more deeply explore the expressive possibilities of plucked string 
music.  
 
There are many plucked string traditions around the world; and mandolin 
orchestras bring people from all walks of life together to make music as a diverse 
community. Whatever tradition you are from, I hope you find this compendium 
helpful and that you explore beyond your own background for inspiration.   
 
Balalaika and domra orchestras of Russia, tamburitza orchestras of Croatia, típica 
orquestras of Mexico, and plucked string orchestras of China–to name a few–all 
have deep repertoire and performance traditions that inform each other in the 
modern plucked string orchestra context. 

With that said, I will focus 
primarily here on my personal 
experience–the modern mandolin 
orchestra in the United States–
with some tips that are relevant 
for smaller ensembles and guitar 
orchestras.  
 
I hope that you broaden your 
compositional toolbox and share 
your new music with a global         
mandolin community that 
attentively awaits your 
contribution! 
 

Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va., ca. 1898 - 11 students in uniform 
playing guitars, banjos, mandolins, and cello 
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Meet The Orchestra 
 
Each mandolin orchestra is a little different. This section will help you understand 
probable configurations and variations. 
 
A typical mandolin orchestra includes as few as three and up to six sections; first 
mandolins, second mandolins, mandolas, mandocellos, guitars and basses. All the 
players in a section play from the same part. An orchestra strives to keep at least a 
couple of players in each section, although it will adapt parts and part assignments 
to suit its exact configuration at the time. 
 
Mandolin orchestras are generally 
volunteer community, not 
professional, orchestras. They select–
and adapt–repertoire that suits their 
specific instrumentation, interests, 
and skill level.   
 
Some orchestras focus on beginning 
to intermediate music, while others 
are quite accomplished with 
advanced–but rarely virtuosic–
repertoire.  Most orchestras can 
perform music at the complexity of a 
middle-school or high-school string 
orchestra.  
 
Additionally, it is not uncommon for 
a mandolin orchestra to perform a concerto, where one or more virtuosic soloists are 
accompanied by the orchestra.  This soloist may be performing on a plucked string 
instrument or perhaps something completely different, such as accordion or oboe. 
 
Other mandolin-centric groups may also include folk, woodwind, percussion, or brass 
instruments. This shapes a signature sound for the individual orchestra, but should 
not be considered a standard configuration by composers. 
 
Guitar orchestras consist of classical guitars, typically divided in three or four 
sections. Additionally, guitar bass or double bass, may or may not be available. 
 
 

Mandolin orchestra: Mission Assistencia of San Antonio, Pala, California 1905 
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Seating arrangements vary according to evolving tradition and preference, though 
first mandolins are usually at the left hand of the conductor.  
 
Roles within a Mandolin Orchestra 
Mandolin orchestras are a team effort. Here are some of the leadership roles. 
 
Musical Director selects repertoire, prepares scores for rehearsals, and directs 
rehearsals and performances.  The Director ensures that all players have 
appropriate parts, that the music suits the abilities of the players, resolves any 
questions about the music, and coaches the orchestra to better rehearsals and 
performances. Often, the Director is also the Conductor. 
 
Conductor It is desirable and common for plucked string orchestras to be 
conducted. Some smaller orchestras and ensembles are not conducted, and may be 
led by a performing director / concertmaster.  The larger the group–and the more 
complex the music–the more necessary an experienced and dedicated conductor. 
 
Concertmaster is typically the section leader of the first mandolins and provides 
the orchestra with team and technical leadership. 
 
Each section has a Section Leader that is responsible for ensuring that each player 
in the section knows their part.  They also may lead sectional rehearsals where the 
section works specifically on learning their unique part(s). 
 
The Music Editor / Librarian Edits parts and adds repertoire to the orchestra 
library as needed and maintains the orchestra’s library of music over time. 
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Meet the Mandolin Family 
 
There are a few different types of mandolin family instruments used in modern 
mandolin orchestras. While birds of a feather flock together, it is common for 
mandolin orchestras to see both bluegrass and bowlback style instruments co-
mingling to make delightful music.  Whether you drive a shiny new sports car or a 
rusty old truck, there’s a spot for you in the plucked string parade!  
 

Popularized by Gibson in the early 20th century, bluegrass, 
aka American, or flatback mandolins are highly available 
in the US and beyond. Vintage Gibson mandolins are still 
popular, as are many modern makers who make similar 
instruments that sound great and play well.  There are 
many variations; A or F style body, oval or f style sound hole, 
etc.  
 
The scale length is typically 14”, though it can vary from 13” 
to 16”.  This instrument will generally have a slightly higher 
bridge and more string tension than a bowlback. 
 

Bowlback, aka Neapolitan, or roundback 
mandolins were common in Europe in the 19th 
century. This style is still the most popular 
mandolin worldwide for ‘classical’ music, 
particularly in Europe, Japan and elsewhere.  
 
The instrument features a shorter 13” scale 
length, a lower bridge and lower string tension.  
 
Due to the physics of the build, a bluegrass mandolin is generally louder.  In a 
bluegrass group, with loud banjos and guitars, this type is preferred.  While the 
Gibson company went to great lengths in their marketing in the early 20th century 
to impugn bowlback mandolins as inferior, in fact this style offers some advantages 
for classical music. They tend to have a more nuanced, shimmering sound with 
bright overtones.  Due to the lower string tension, various techniques, such as left-
hand vibrato–are easier to perform. Also, due to the shorter scale length, fingerings 
and long stretches can be less effort. 
 
Unfortunately, in America, most available bowlback instruments are cheap vintage 
instruments that are hard to play and don’t sound great.  As new luthiers come on 
the scene making quality instruments more available, players are enjoying a 
renaissance of options. 

Gibson catalog: F-2 Mandolin 

Neapolitan mandolin from Sears catalog 
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Mandolins 
A mandolin has eight strings in four courses (pairs of strings) tuned GDAE.  The 
same tuning as violin. 
 
Mandolin family instruments and guitars are fretted instruments.  Like keys on a 
piano, each fret is one half-step up from the last in a 12-tone equal-tempered scale.   
 
The lower range is static, based on the tuning of open strings. As with many 
instruments, the upper range is largely determined by the skill of the player and the 
limitations of their individual instrument.  A mandolin may have 17-24 frets. 
However, I generally consider the 12th fret–one octave up from the open tuning–as 
the readily attainable high range of each string for orchestra music.  Still, a 
virtuosic player with a quality instrument can reach up nearly two octaves per 
string, limited by the number of frets on the instrument. 
 
An orchestra will have two mandolin sections: 
 
First Mandolins typically carry the most difficult material; faster, more ornate lines, 
higher positions up the neck. For the first mandolin section, I generally consider the 
highest practical note to be the G at fret 15 on the E string.  
 
Second Mandolins tend to play a supportive role rhythmically and harmonically.  As 
with any section in the orchestra, they may carry a melody, but it should be in a 
more limited range and technical complexity than the firsts. This section typically 
spends a lot of time playing in first position, but can reach up the neck to the 12th 
fret in carefully crafted excursions. 
 
Mandolas 
Mandolas also play a supportive role rhythmically and harmonically.  They can also 
beautifully carry a moderately complex melody.  Like mandolins, they have eight 
strings in four courses, but tuned lower. 
 

There are actually several completely different instruments 
that are all called ‘mandola’, which causes some confusion.  
These instruments intermingle in mandolin orchestras, so 
there is some extra business involved in writing and 
preparing scores for the mandolas to accommodate for these 
differences, which I will cover later. 
 
Alto, aka Tenor, Mandola The Gibson-style mandola is more 
accurately described as an alto mandola. It is tuned the 
same as the viola in the string orchestra, CGDA, one fifth 
below the mandolin and one octave above the mandocello.  Gibson H2 Mandola 
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With a typical scale length of 17”, this instrument has strings at a high tension, 
which creates a unique tone, particularly on the thick lower-pitched wound strings. 
 
Bowlback, aka Neopolitan, Mandola Also called a mandola, this instrument is tuned 
GDAE, one octave below a mandolin.  With a typical scale length of 16-17”, this 
instrument offers great playability and tonal nuance. 
 
Octave Mandolin has exactly the same tuning as a bowlback mandola, GDAE.  
However, with a longer 19-22” scale length, it’s more like driving a truck than a 
sports car. Still, it works nicely in the mandola section. 
 
Mandocellos 
Like a bowed violincello, the mandocello is tuned CDGA–one 
octave below alto mandola–and holds down the low end of the 
mandolin quartet. With a range dipping slightly lower than 
guitar, the mandocello will be the lowest-pitched instrument, if 
there is no bass in the orchestra.  An American mandocello 
might have a scale length of 24-26”, while a bowlback will be 
about 22.5.” 
 
The Mandocello part and the bass part might be exactly the 
same, or at least very similar.  Though mandocellos are a little 
more agile for melodies and ostinatos. Mandocellos are 
important rhythmically and in establishing the roots of 
harmony.  Like violincellos, mandocellos can carry carefully 
crafted melodies that don’t demand extreme stretches.   
 
Guitars 

Classical nylon-stringed guitars are the most common choice 
for mandolin orchestras and guitar orchestras, though steel-
stringed guitar may occasionally be used.  Guitars add 
greatly to a mandolin orchestra.  They introduce a new 
timbre that blends beautifully with mandolins.  They are 
nimble chameleons; delivering moving bass lines, adding 
rhythmic structure, filling in rich harmonies, and delivering 
flowing melodies. 
 
The standard tuning for this six-stringed instrument is 
EADGBE.  Dropped-D (DADGBE) is also a generally 
acceptable, if musically desirable. 
 

  

Gibson K4 Mandocello 

Guitarist Agustín Barrios 
Mangoré in 1922 
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Bass  
An orchestra without a bass is like a sailboat without a keel.  The bass provides a 
wonderful stability to the overall mandolin orchestra sound. Several kinds of basses 
can be found in mandolin orchestras. All tuned EADG. 
 
Standard Double Bass The standard ‘bass fiddle’ of the string 
orchestra can be played with a bow (arco) or plucked (pizz).  It 
is not fretted. It is called a double bass because it (like guitar) 
actually sounds one octave below what is written. 
 
Mandobass A four-stringed fretted instrument that looks like 
a giant mandolin, but is plucked like an upright or guitar bass.  
 
Guitar bass A guitar-shaped, fretted or fretless 4-string bass. 
 
Other Common Ensembles 
A Romantic Quartet, aka Quartetto Romantico, is the more common mandolin 
quartet configuration, including two mandolins, mandola (GDAE), and guitar. 
 
A Classical Quartet, aka Quartetto Classico, typically includes two mandolins, 
mandola (CDGA), and mandocello.  Suited to playing repertoire of the standard 
classical string quartet. 
 
A Trio with Two mandolins and Guitar is a common configuration for small 
ensemble arrangements. 
 
Solo There are many beautiful and virtuosic solo pieces for each plucked string 
instrument–a worthy genre unto itself.    
 
Other Instruments 
Luito Cantatible, or Luito Moderno This rare instrument has 
ten strings in five courses tuned CGDAE.   Used extensively 
by virtuosi Raffaele Calace and Carlo Munier, these 
instruments intermingle in mandolin orchestras, covering 
either mandocello or mandola parts. 
 
Mandolino, or Baroque Mandolin The Italian word for 
mandolin is mandolino.  It also can refer to a specific 
historical instrument that has 5 or 6 courses of gut rather 
than wire strings.  Much like a small lute, tunings for this 
instrument vary by region and construction.  It is not 
typically used in the modern mandolin orchestra music, but 
is used by some modern soloists or in ensemble with other period instruments. 

Gibson Mandobass - 1914 

Raffaele Calace with Liuto 
Cantable c. 1900 
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Tunings, Ranges, Clefs, Scores and Parts 
Standard tunings of open strings in the mandolin orchestra are shown below in 
grand staff. 
 

 
 
Alternate tunings and Scordatura  
For alternate tunings, an instrument alters from standard tuning. More commonly 
used in classical solo repertoire or in folk music, I don’t recommend it for classical 
ensemble/orchestra music.	 It's hard to keep a herd of mandolins in tune to begin 
with, much less changing everything mid-performance.   
 
Reading for alternate tunings is made practical through a notational device known 
as scordatura.  With a scordatura, the score indicates an alternate tuning for the 
instrument at the beginning, but notes appear in the score as if the instrument is 
standard tuned.   
 
One acceptable exception for alternate tuning is dropped-D tuning (DADGBE) for 
guitar, when required. Typically, since it’s just one string changing, these parts do 
not use scordatura, but indicate in the part the actual concert notes desired. 
 
For solo repertoire and folk music alternate tunings are not uncommon. Often a 
soloist will have a second instrument that they use for pieces with alternate tuning.   
 
Here are some alternate tunings for mandolin to explore for solo or folk music 
(lower case letter represents open string altered from standard tuning). 
 
Open String Tuned Name Used For 

aaeeAAEE A cross tuning Old timey fiddle music 
GGDDggdd Sawmill tuning Old timey fiddle music 
GGDDggbb Open G tuning Old timey and Arabic music 
GGbDAAEE  Confidences, H.F. Odell, Op. 69 

Lyric March, Will D. Moyer  
GGDDf#AEE  Hawaiian Twilight, Wm. Place 

By The Starlight 
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Clefs for Everyone! 
Now, take a deep breath and enjoy your life as it was before I told you the inky 
secret of mandolin orchestra clefs.  Ok, it’s really not all the bad, but there is some 
technical stuff to know that will help you keep all the orchestra members happy.  
 
As shown below, you may need to save out parts in several different clefs to 
accommodate mandola and mandocello players with differing needs. The good news 
is that modern notation programs can do this quickly. Save out your parts from the 
score, then modify the clefs of those parts as needed to create the various parts. 
 

 
 
Explanations for alternate clefs for mandola and mandocello 
GDAE mandolists play octave treble clef parts, as will many CGDA mandolists.  
Classically-trained violists doubling on CDGA mandola, will require parts in alto 
clef. Mandolinists doubling on CGDA mandola may prefer transposed clef (up a 
fifth) so they can read and finger as on mandolin, with actual concert notes 
sounding a fifth down from what’s written.  Note, if a mandolinist plays a GDAE 
mandola, no transposition is needed to play the octave treble part – the notes are 
fretted the same as a mandolin, but will sound an octave lower. Additionally, 
mandolinists doubling on mandocello may also request a transposed clef which 
should be transposed up a fifth plus an octave. 
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Making Mandolins More Musically Magical 
 
Early in my writing, I was fascinated by extended techniques. I wanted to try 
something different and unique. The more I wrote, the more realized that, while 
special effects can be really cool, standard practices and techniques do most of the 
work most of the time.  That’s why this compendium includes both general and 
mandolin specific information. What’s on the page is not the music, it’s just a recipe. 
In this section, I’ll describe the some of the available ingredients. 
 
Here are some techniques I have gathered for writing music that moves listeners, 
along with some of my favorite inspirational examples: 
 
Intense crescendo 

§ Also Sprach Zarathustra, Op. 30 (Obertura) - Richard Strauss 
§ Sibelius, Symphonie Nr 5 Es Dur op 82 
§ Elgar: Variations on an Original Theme, Op. 36 "Enigma": Variation VIII. W.N. 
§ Chevaliers De Sangreal, Hans Zimmer (from The Da Vinci Code) 

 
New or unprepared harmony  

§ WEST SIDE STORY "Tonight" Official Song Clip 
§ Le Carnaval des Animaux - Le Cygne 
§ The Vision – Alfred Newman from The Song of Bernadette 
§ Tōru Takemitsu - Equinox	 

 
Sudden dynamic or textural change 

§ First breath after coma, Explosions in the sky 
§ Symphony № 2. Movement 3, S. Rachmaninoff  
§ Má vlast "The Moldau" by Bedřich Smetana 

 
Melodic appoggiaturas 

§ Berceuse from	Jocelyn - Godard 
§ "Thais" Meditation J. Massenet 
§ Adagio in G Minor – Tomaso Albinoni  
§ Musetta’s Waltz “Quando m’en vo” from La Bohème – Giacomo Pucchini 

 
Alternating between a solo instrument and orchestra 

§ Piano Concerto No 4 in G major, Op. 58, Movement 1, Beethoven 
§ Brahms violin concerto in D major, Op. 77, Allegro non troppo 
§ Kol Nidrei, Op. 47 - Bruch 
§ Piano Concerto No.1, Movement 2 - Largo, Romance, F. Chopin 
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General Considerations 
 
Mood 
Musical notation can be very specific or broad.  Before you dive into the details, 
begin each piece with a general expression marking that clearly indicates the mood 
or character of the piece.  If and when the character changes during the piece, 
update the general expression marking.  If, as a player, you are interpreting a score 
that does not include a general expression marking, try the piece, decide something 
for yourself, and write it in in pencil. 
 
Here’s two reasons why you should make this your habit.  First, as the composer or 
interpreter of the piece, it forces you to make a decision about what you are trying to 
communicate with the music.  Second, once you have declared this intent, the 
performers can readily access and respond to this gestalt more easily than thinking 
through many combined individual techniques. The mood is more than the sum of 
its parts. Setting the mood instantly tells the players what they are supposed to 
‘sound like.’ 
 
Below are some standard examples. But don’t stop with these, make up your own.  
General music expressions are a quick way to convey your personality and musical 
ambitions to the performers.  Often written in Italian, feel free just to use English or 
your own first language.  Often in my music, I assign different moods to different 
sections, to create simultaneous layers.  For example, ask one section to play 
cantabile while other sections simultaneously play leggiero. 
 
 
affabile (friendly) 
affettuoso (tenderly) 
agitato (agitated) 
amabile (pleasantly) 
appassionato (passionate) 
animato (lively or animated) 
brillante (brilliantly) 
cantabile (like singing) 
capriccioso (whimsically) 
collassale (colossal) 
con amore (with love) 
con bravura (with intense spirit) 
con brio (with power) 
con fuoco (with fire) 
con moto (with motion) 

con spirito (with spirit) 
con vivo (with life, lively) 
delicato (delicately) 
dolce (sweetly) 
doloroso (sorrowfully) 
drammatico (dramatically) 
energetico (forcefully) 
expressivo (expressive) 
felice (happily) 
festoso (festively) 
giocoso (playfully) 
grazioso (gracefully) 
lacrimoso (tearfully sad) 
leggiero (lightly, gently) 
lugubre (mournfully) 

maestoso (majestically) 
marizale (in a military style) 
misterioso (mysteriously) 
pesante (heavily) 
pietoso (pitifully) 
rigoroso (strictly) 
risoluto (decisively) 
scherzando (playfully) 
spiritoso (spirited) 
solitario (lonely) 
sostenuto (sustained) 
strepitoso (boisterously) 
tranquillo (tranquilly) 
triste (sadly) 
volante (flying) 
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Dynamics 
The variation in loudness between instruments, notes, and phrases is dynamics.  An essential 
element of expression, dynamics can help you set a mood, communicate movement or stasis.  
Differing loudness between instruments, allows you to build layers of sound and draw attention 
toward a specific element in the music. Here are the symbols for dynamics that appear below the 
staff: 
 
 
Notation Name Means Sounds Like 

fff fortississimo, triple forte super loud screaming 

ff Fortissimo, double forte very loud shouting 

f forte loud (strong) Raising your voice 

F mezzo-forte moderately loud Speaking loudly 

P mezzo-piano moderately soft Speaking softly 

p piano soft softer than speaking 

p p pianissimo, double piano very soft nearly whispering 

p p p pianississimo, triple piano quiet a whisper 

n 
 

al niente to nothing From a whisper to n 

n  dal niente from nothing From n to a whisper 

 pensato just a thought Silence, a ghost note 
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Combine the dynamics symbols above with modifiers to change from one dynamic to another, 
either slowly or suddenly.  There are some redundancies here, so pick the options that work best 
for your situation. 
 
 
Notation Name Means 
crescendo, cresc.  Crescendo 

 
get louder 

 

 

Hairpin crescendo 
 

 

get louder 

Decrescendo, decresc. 
Diminuendo, dim. 

Decrescendo, 
Diminuendo 
 

get softer 

 

 

Hairpin decrescendo 
 

 

get softer 

morendo, perendosi Morendo, Perendosi  
 

dying away  
(both volume and tempo) 
 

più f, più p 
 

Più (more) a little louder, a little softer 

subito f, subito p Subito forte, Subito piano 
 

suddenly loud, suddenly soft 

crescendo poco a poco,  
crescendo peu à peu 
 

Poco a poco, Peu à peu  
(little by little) 

gradually get louder 
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Tempo 
There are a bunch of Italian and French words for tempo. Though because they’ve had different 
meanings at different times and places, it’s common now for modern composers to more clearly 
indicate desired tempo in beats per minute (bpm), where the ‘beat’ is the denominator of the time 
signature.  You can provide a range (like 172-176 bpm) or you can indicate (c. 174 bpm), where 
“c.” means “circa” or ‘approximately.’  For fun and excitement, you can use both an Italian word 
and a bpm marking for maximum style points. 
 
If you get to presto and still want to go faster, that’s what ‘cut time’ is for.  
 
Name Beat per minute Sounds like 
Grave 25-45 bpm Very slow 
Largo 40-60 bpm Slow and expansive 
Lento 45-60 bpm Slow 
Adagio 66-76 bpm Slow and expressive 
Adagietto 70-80 bpm Between adagio and andante 
Andante 76-108 bpm A walking pace 
Andantino 80-108 bpm A brisk walk 
Moderato 108-120 bpm Moderately 
Allegretto 112-120 bpm Moderately fast 
Allegro 120-156 bpm Quick and bright 
Vivace 156-176 bpm Fast and lively 
Presto 168-200 bpm Exceptionally fast 

 
 
Players often practice with a metronome to develop steadiness and control.  For performance 
however, altering the rhythmic pulse is an oft used dramatic expression technique.  When there 
are tempo changes indicated in the score, the conductor brings unity by marking the changing 
pulse to the players.  Here are some common ways to indicate tempo changes. 
 
Notation Name Means 

rit. Ritardando A gradual decrease in tempo 
rall. Rallentando A more gradual decrease in tempo  

a tempo a tempo A sudden return to the previous tempo, commonly used 
to cancel a rit. or rall. 

accel. Accelerando gradually increase the tempo 
più mosso 

 
Più mosso 
 

Literally ‘more movement’– a little faster 

Stringendo Stringendo Pressing faster and faster 
deccel. Deccelerando gradually decrease the tempo 

meno mosso Meno mosso Literally a ‘less movement’– a little slower  

U 
 
Fermata 

Instructs the players to hold on a note or rest, extending 
the duration of that element for a period of time at the 
discretion of the conductor 

Tempo primo Tempo primo Resume the first tempo indicate in the piece 
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Right Hand Considerations 
 
Picking and Pick Direction 
Right hand technique–along with right and left hand coordination–is a limiting 
factor for playing with pick.  On violin, because the bow can maintain constant 
contact with the string, a violinist can play a lightning-fast string of notes with a 
simple right-hand bow gesture OR easily hold a single note for a long duration. 
 
However, on the mandolin, the same musical gesture might require a rigorous 
sequence of multiple up and down strokes with the pick.  Most commonly, a 
mandolinist will play a down stroke followed by an upstroke. However, there are 
infinite combinations required to navigate specific melodies, arpeggios, string 
crossings, and desired dynamic effects. 
 
As with bow strokes on the violin, it is not necessary to notate every gesture, the 
performer will make standard practice decisions.  However, understanding the 
basics will help you write more idiomatic and playable music.  Additionally, there 
might be instances where you want notate specific pick stroke direction to convey a 
specific idea. 
 
Up and Down strokes 
The down stroke will naturally have a stronger dynamic and is, when practical, 
generally preferred.  Alternating picking – by adding up strokes – and alternating 
Down-Up (DU) is needed to build speed for faster passages. Generally, you pick 
down on the downbeat and up on the upbeat, which creates a pulse. With that said, 
music presents infinite challenges that require adaptation. 
 
Consecutive Downstrokes might be desirable for various reasons: 

• To play slower music evenly. 
• Downward string crossings, for example playing an arpeggio naturally down 

through the (increasingly higher pitched) strings. 
• Consecutive downstrokes are sometimes used to achieve a driving – all 

accented eight notes – “da-da-da-da” dynamic effect. 
 
Consecutive Upstrokes might be desirable for various reasons, like when you are 
playing multiple syncopated up beat notes in sequence. 
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Down-Up-Down To play an Irish jig in 6/8, you might use a DUD-DUD pattern, to 
provide a natural lilt.  That feeling might not be ideal for all 6/8 music, it’s a matter 
of practicality and taste.   
 
Alternately for 6/8 or consecutive triples a DUD-UDU pattern might be used for a 
less accented even effect. 

 
 
Glides strokes are efficient patterns combining down and up strokes across two or 
more strings to create smooth arpeggios. While they can be used in isolation or for 
melodic effect, they are often used as a rhythmic basis–a sort of ostinato–to drive a 
piece of music.   
  

 
 

 
 
Timbre 
As with bow placement on violin, changing the position of the pick on the string can 
produce different timbral effects. 
 
Sul ponticello achieves a brighter tone emphasizing higher harmonics, by playing 
closer to the bridge of the instrument.   
 
Molto sul ponticello means very much close the bridge.  Playing right next to the 
bridge will create an even more harsh, metallic sound.  In mandolin music this is 
often indicated as metallico, or met. 
 
Sul tasto involves playing over the fingerboard, near the highest frets of the 
instrument, which produces a warmer, ‘tasteful’ tone. 
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Molto sul tasto involves playing precisely at the middle of the vibrating length of 
the string.  So, for an open string, right over the 12th fret. Or 12th frets higher than 
where the finger stops the string.  This will make a sound rich in harmonics, 
including the sub-harmonic an octave below the pitch, for a very mellow timbre. 
 
Naturale Synonymous with ord., instructs the player to play over the sound hole 
which produces an ordinary, balanced tone. 
 
Articulation and Phrasing 
Articulations are about how you start a note, typically with the right hand.  
Phrasing is about what you do with a note–or sequence of notes–once it is started.  
 
 
Symbol Name Means 

Pizz. Pizzicato Played by muting each note with the left hand or 
alternately with right hand palm mute. 

.	
Staccato Like pizz., quickly mute the note with left or right 

hand. 

 
Staccastissimo Very short 

_ Tenuto 
 

Hold the note for it’s full time value. 

> 
Accent Play hard / loud 

^ 
Marcato Play harder / louder 

; 

 

Accent with staccato Hard and short 

\ 
Accent with tenuto Hard and long 

s Z 

 

Sforzando Use sudden force, like a strong accent, but also 
implies a harsher timbral quality that can be 
achieved by scraping the pick more on the attack. 
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Palm mute is executed by resting the (right) picking hand gently over the bridge, 
dampening the strings so that picked notes rapidly decay. The more dampening the 
more staccato the effect.  Palm mute is a nice sound and for extended staccato 
passages it’s less work than dampening every note with the left hand.  Composers 
can indicate 'palm mute' to request this technique and cancel with 'ord.'   
 
Push vibrato is achieved by pushing and releasing tension on the string laterally 
(parallel to the frets) with the left-hand finger(s).  Vibrato on the guitar and longer 
scale instruments can be deep and warm.  Push vibrato on the mandolin is possible, 
but a more subtle effect. 
 
Rubato is expressive and rhythmic freedom by slight speeding up or slowing down 
of tempo at the discretion of the soloist or the conductor.  Whether or not a piece is 
marked rubato, a talented soloist or conductor will allow the music to breath as is 
appropriate for the piece and the style.  Providing specific directions for tempo and 
dynamics alterations provides a roadmap for expression.   
 
A fermata indicates a pause of unspecified length on a note or a rest, that can be 
varied in performance. 
 
There may be cases where the composer wants a solo instrument to take extreme 
freedom and this can be marked with the term ‘ad libitum or ad lib.’ 
 
Providing phrase markings to a line of music signals the beginning and ending of a 
complete idea, which might be an antecedent or consequent phrase (call and 
answer). Phrases in modern music may be more irregular and angular, so phrase 
markings are a good way to communicate intent. 
 
In this example, the mandolin melody has different phrasing than the guitar 
accompaniment.  Also note, as covered in the next section, a phrase marking on 
mandolin is an invitation for the mandolinist to use common practice tremolo to 
create legato phrasing.   
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Tremolo 
That luscious shimmering tremolo is a signature sound of the mandolin. An entire 
mandolin orchestra crescendoing into a full tremolo can be stunningly beautiful. 
 
A violinist can draw the bow endlessly up and down on a string to make a note last 
forever at the same volume–or increase and decrease volume at will.  On the other 
hand, when a mandolinist plucks a string, it’s pretty much all over in a couple of 
seconds. Not unlike marimba, mandolin is a percussive instrument with a sharp 
attack and a rapid decay.   
 
Players will naturally seek to add tremolo to extend the sustain of long notes.  
When a mandolist plays a piece of music they will–as a matter of common practice–
add tremolo to any ‘unfilled note’ (half, dotted half, whole) to sustain the note for the 
written duration.  On a slower tempo piece and depending on style and taste, a 
mandolinist might even tremolo quarter notes or even select eighth notes.   
 
Depending on compositional intent, tremolo may or may not be desirable.  A 
composer should be clear about their intentions with regard to tremolo. A player 
adapting a piece for mandolin, should be thoughtful about how tremolo could 
enhance or detract from the mood of the piece. 
 
When tremolo fits stylistically and is needed to sustain longer notes, then it is a 
powerful tool that should be used. Not only does tremolo make a note last longer, it 
also creates the possibility of a note or phrase to crescendo or decrescendo.   It is a 
crucial component of dynamics.  
 
There are some times though, when you might want to avoid tremolo.  In 
rhythmically complex pieces with interlocking parts, it can be hard to sync up in the 
presence of tremolo.   Also bear in mind that not everyone has to tremolo at once. 
One or two sections playing tremolo can soar beautifully over other sections playing 
non-trem.   
 
Sometimes to set a mood or achieve contrast, you may want to specifically rule out 
tremolo. If you are sure that you don’t want tremolo, you can use the expressive text 
‘non-trem.’ or ‘non-tremolo’.  You can cancel this instruction at any time with ‘ord.’, 
Canceling ‘non-trem.’ With ‘ord.’ assumes a return to ordinary use of tremolo. 
 
A more high-definition method to be more specific and detailed with your intentions 
is to mark actual notes with a tremolo symbol.  There are three tremolo symbols; 
one slash, two slash, and three slashes.  For a piece written in this style, it assumes 
that every note without a tremolo mark is to be played without tremolo, play what 
you are given. 
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Measured Tremolo  
Measured Tremolo is a precise subdivision of the beat; doubling, tripling, or 
quadrupling the note value precisely in rhythm. 
 
One slash through a note means to take the value of the note head and play it twice 
instead of once in tempo.  Rather than produce a continuous sustained note with a 
‘sung’ quality, it should produce a precise rhythmic repetition of the note.  
 
One slash through a note with a ‘3’ over the note indicates tripling. 
 
Two slashes through a note means to take the value of the note head and ‘double it 
twice’ or subdivide it four times within the beat. 
 

 
 
Unmeasured Tremolo  
By contrast, tremolo at an unmeasured rate of speed not synced directly to the beat 
is unmeasured tremolo.  
 
The simplest way to imply the desire for unmeasured tremolo is with phrase 
markings. On violin a phrase marking indicates a particular phrase should be 
played legato, instead of detached bowing.  On mandolin, the common practice is to 
achieve legato with unmeasured tremolo at the performer’s discretion. 
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If you are like me, though, you might want to micromanage the whole situation by 
being very specific about your intentions.  Unmeasured tremolo is indicated by note 
with 3 slashes through the flag. In this style of writing, notes without a tremolo 
marking are assumed to be non-trem. or detached. 
 
 

 
 
 
The rate of unmeasured tremolo can be changed (sped up or slowed down in relation 
to the beat) for dynamic effect.  So, for example in a crescendo from mf to fff, the 
orchestra could–in addition to increasing the volume of the picking–also increase 
the tempo of the unmeasured tremolo (or vice versa for diminuendo).  To indicate 
this, the composer can include technical directions such as “fast tremolo”, “slow 
trem.”, “accelerating tremolo”, or “decelerating tremolo”  
 
Feathered beaming, a way to indicate a change in the speed of notes, is frequently 
seen in solo repertoire. 
 

 
 
Other notes on tremolo 
The ‘L.V.’ symbol, or ‘let vibrate’ is an acceptable way to inform the player to let a 
long note ring instead of playing tremolo. 
 
Bass and guitar parts are always assumed to be non-trem., unless noted otherwise.   
 
Use tremolo carefully on mandocello.	 Mandocellos have a unique sound envelope 
that has a longer, satisfying sustain with slower decay, so tremolo is more delicate 
to execute and may actually attenuate the sound.	 Further, since lower-pitched 
instruments are often creating the rhythmic structure of a piece, sometimes it’s 
more solid to just let their single notes build a foundation. With that said, tremolo 
sounds gorgeous on mandocello and I highly recommend using it in good measure. 
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Appoggiatura 
A grace note, or notes, that receives the main emphasis on the strong down beat, 
temporarily displaces and then resolves into a main note is called an appoggiatura–
meaning in Italian “to lean.”  So, the ornamental appoggiatura note(s) ‘leans’ into 
the main note to create a tension through delayed resolution to the main note. 
 
A faster way to grasp it might be just to think of the first two notes in the melody of 
the Lennon & McCartney song “Yesterday,” which is a well know example of 
appoggiatura. 
 

 
 
The first measure of Yesterday is a Long Appoggiatura as the grace note borrows 
more than half the value of the main note, creating a dissonant harmony that 
resolves into a consonance. In this example, the grace note “G” belongs to the 
dominant V7 chord (C7) and resolves to the root I chord (F).   Long appoggiatura 
may delay resolution into any harmony, which also might for another example 
involve moving from a sus 2 or 4 to the 3rd of a chord.   
 
By contrast, Short Appoggiatura borrows only a small amount from the main note 
time value, and so, is perceived as more of an ornament with minimal effect on the 
overall harmony.  A double short appoggiatura consists of two notes, though short 
appoggiatura may have multiple notes. 
 

 
 
The Mordent is a common appoggiatura that features a rapid alternation the scale 
note immediately above or below it in the scale.  Mordents are used so much in 
some music, that composers came up with a short cut symbol for this 
ornamentation.  The Mordent is more specifically known as the Upper Mordent as it 
features the scale note above the main note.  The Lower Mordent, aka Inverted 
Mordent, features the scale note below the main note. 
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The Gruppetto, aka the Turn, is also a Trill of short duration. It is a grouping of 
notes above and below the main note. When using a Turn symbol the orientation of 
the symbol determines whether the first note of the turn is above or below the main 
note. The Turn uses the main note and the scale note above and below the main 
note, so the outer notes of a turn form a minor or diminished third. The standard 
upper or lower note of the turn can be altered by placing an accidental (sharp or 
flat) above or below the turn symbol. 
 

 
 
 
As a disclaimer, there’s not universal agreement on appoggiatura notation.  
Common practice has changed over time, place, and style of music.  If your interest 
is to emulate a specific style, then there is more to learn; more symbols, differing 
meanings, more nuance. From the throws and birls of bagpipe music to the sparsh, 
ghaseet and krintan of Indian classical music, there’s a universe of options to 
explore.  
 
The door is open, walk on through. 
 
In writing music for mandolin orchestra, my advice is to use appoggiatura but write 
them out rather than rely on symbols which can be interpreted inconsistently. For 
solo music, symbols are fine if you want to offer the soloist some discretion in 
interpretation. 
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Acciaccatura 
When a grace note is notated with a slash through the flag, this an acciaccatura or 
crushed note. This note also receives the main emphasis on the downbeat.  
However, unlike the appoggiatura leaning on the main note over time, the crushed 
note resolves immediately to the main note.  
 
In jazz or blues, for example, crushed notes often happen on flat 3 or flat 7 notes 
slurring quickly into a chord tone. 
 

 
Anacrusis 
While an appoggiatura is played on the strong down beat, an anacrusis, aka a 
pickup, is a note or group of notes played before the strong downbeat of a phrase. 
 
Rondo Alla Turca by Mozart, features an anacrusis, which looks a whole lot like a 
Gruppetto, but appears as a pickup to the strong beat. 
 

 
 
Further, an anacrusis can consist of a flourish of grace notes (or crushed grace 
notes) appearing before the beat, leading to a main note emphasized on the 
downbeat.  Honestly, don’t know what you call this beast, because it breaks the 
rules. 
 

 
 
When it comes to writing music, do what sounds right.  You can always use it even 
if you can’t name it or explain it.  One of my rules to keeping my writing fresh is: 
“Do something unexplained.”  
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Left Hand Considerations 
 
Articulations 
Slurs where you join two or more notes with one pick stroke–can be achieved in a 
few different ways. In most cases, the picked note will tend to be accented (louder). 
 
In a slide slur, the fretting finger slides up or down the fretboard.  A slide may begin 
and end with a specific note or–for effect–an indeterminate pitch, e.g., a doit or a 
fall.  A scoop is starting at a pitch below the destination note and sliding up to the 
desired pitch. 
 
In a bend slur, the player pulls the string down on the fretboard to increase the 
pitch by increasing the string tension and optionally to release the tension back to 
the original pitch. A weak microtone bend–while difficult–is possible on mandolin, 
more possible on mandolas and mandocellos, and easiest on guitar where a bend up 
a whole step (two half-steps) is practical. 
 

 
 
In a hammer-on slur, the arrival note is achieved by rapidly ‘hammering’ a left-hand 
finger on the fretboard on the same string instead of picking it again. Necessarily, 
the arrival note will be higher in pitch than the first note, often a half-step or whole-
step, or any interval up from an open string note. 
 
In a pull-off slur, the arrival note is achieved by rapidly flinging a left-hand finger 
off the fretboard on the same string instead of picking it again. Necessarily the 
arrival note will be lower in pitch than the first note, often a half-step or whole-step, 
or any interval down to an open string note. 
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A trill, aka a shake, is a rapid alternation between the indicated note and the next 
scale tone above it. Typically, the trill begins on the note above the indicated note.  
The trill can be sharped or flattened, changing the tone of the upper note. 

 
 
 
In the baroque period, a trill was often a part of a series of ornaments played 
together.  For an idea of the range of possibilities, here is are some ornaments 
written by J.S. Bach in a book of music for his eldest son.  
 

 
Excerpt from Klavierbüchlein für Wilhelm Friedemann Bach by J.S. Bach 
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Harmonics 
Natural harmonics come from the vibration of the open string which has been 
slightly dampened by a left-hand finger and picked with the right hand to produce 
an overtone of the open pitched note.  Natural harmonics at the 12th fret produce a 
note with a strong overtone one octave above the pitch of the open string.  This 
technique is pretty accessible to all strings and all instruments in the plucked 
string orchestra and is achievable by advancing beginners.  
 
Harmonics have a really interesting bell-like quality, but they are somewhat soft in 
dynamic.  So, if you use them, make sure to clear out some dynamic space in the 
orchestration for maximum effect.  If everyone else, is tremoloing at ff, you aren’t 
going to hear a subtle harmonic! 
 
Other natural harmonics include 

§ At the 7th fret, the note produced is three times as high as the open string, or 
in musical terms a perfect 5th plus an octave. 

§ At the 5th fret (1/4 length of the string), a note four times as high as the open 
string is produced, or in musical terms two octaves above the open string 
pitch. 

§ And so on, the smaller the fraction of the string, the weaker the harmonic. 
Though instruments with longer scale lengths–particularly guitar, 
mandocello and bass–produce stronger harmonic overtones. 

 
Here are examples of natural harmonics on the 12th, 7th and 5th fret on the open G 
string of a mandolin and a guitar. 
 

 
 
* Remember, the guitar sounds one octave lower than written, so these are the same concert pitches! 
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Artificial harmonics 
Through artificial harmonics any instrument in the plucked string orchestra can 
produce a harmonic for every note in the 12-tone scale. However, artificial 
harmonics are a technique that require advanced skill.  
 
In this technique the left hand frets the desired note on the fretboard.  Let’s say on 
an open G string, fretting the first fret, an Ab 12 frets up from the fretted note, in 
this case fret 13, the player uses the index finger to slightly dampen the string while 
picking the string with the pick held in between the thumb and middle finger.  
Sounds hard, it is.   
 

 
 
My advice is to generally avoid artificial harmonics for mandolin orchestra music, 
but if you really need a special harmonic note, assign it to the guitars or first 
mandolins, who will be most able to perform the technique.  Also, give the players a 
bit of rest to prepare and recover. 
 
Differing notation systems for harmonics 
There’s a variety of ways to notate harmonics, which I won’t fully explore here. 
Below are two ways to indicate harmonics. Above, is more about providing the 
‘recipe’ for getting the note, while below shows the both the pitch of the full string 
(open or fretted) and the pitch of the desired harmonic overtone. 
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Positions 
All of the lowest pitches are available in first position, where the hand is closest to 
the nut of the instrument. Beginners learn everything in first position and only 
after advancing learn to play further up the neck to find higher notes in higher 
positions.  I won’t go into positions in detail, but will suggest a few compositional 
ideas regarding positions. 
 
Because many of the notes in the middle range of the instrument are available in 
multiple locations on the fretboard, different positions can be used for timbral 
variety.  Notably, the lower, wound strings of a mandolin are richer in overtones, so 
notes that might be ordinarily played in first position on the higher strings, might 
be played on the lower strings in higher position to achieve a richer timbre. 
 
You can use fingering numbers, fret numbers, or a combination, to indicate to the 
performer this choice.  For example, in the first measure below, the Bb arpeggio on 
mandolin would ordinarily be played in first position, including an open D string.  
 
By contrast, in the second measure we have two indications that we want something 
different. In first position, the initial note would ordinarily be played with the 
second finger, indicating we want to fret the note with the first finger, we are 
signaling a position shift.  Additionally, we provide the 3rd fret roman numeral to 
show that we want to play from the 3rd fret and up for this motif.  That would be 
enough, but here I make extra clear by providing the fingering for every note in the 
motif.  
 

 
*  Please bear in mind that neither the fret number or the fingering indication is the same thing 
as the playing ‘position’ which is not explicitly marked, but implied by the fingerings.  
 
Another interesting position indication is to request that a phrase be played all on 
one string.  For example, if I wanted a phrase played entirely on the D string, I 
would indicate “sul D” (and cancel with “ord.” when I want that to direction to end). 
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A glissé is a portamento (slide) including tremolo while sliding from one note to the 
other on a single string, like a ballet dancer shifting weight from one foot gracefully 
to the other. 

 
 
 
Chord Shapes and Forms 
Chords are an important part of plucked string music, since you can achieve 
beautiful full chord sounds with relative ease on these instruments. I wanted to 
touch on some ideas that will help with composing. 
 
Chords with some open strings will have the most resonance. They are a good place 
to start, but don’t let that be the end of your creativity. As discussed earlier 
regarding positions, some chords can be located in multiple positions on the 
fretboard.  There are also multiple ways to present chords. Here’s a few variations 
on a G chord on mandolin to tickle the muse. 
 
Arpeggios, aka broken chords, are a series of chord tones played in a rising and/or 
descending order. Use the symbol “L.V.” or “Let Vibrate” to indicate that that the 
chord notes should be allowed to ring and die away naturally (assuming the chord 
position allows the player to hold the note while playing other notes).    This can 
also be noted by a tie symbol that hangs forward and doesn’t tie to another note.   
 
Also, you can specify longer value, flag-down drone notes that are interspersed with 
other flag-up notes. 
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Double stops or triple stops (combinations of two or three chord tones) are a way 
to add more harmony into one part without specifying an entire chord.  They are 
easier to move around and play more melodically than full chords.  Here’s an 
example of three note bluegrass ‘chop’ chords, played at the 4th and 5th fret. 
 

 
 
These are also examples of movable position barre chords, where one finger (usually 
the index or ‘1’ finger) holds down multiple strings in the same fret. 
 
A half-barre chord is where only part of the fret is barred with the barre finger.  A 
half-barre chord often includes open strings.  The following example shows various 
barre chords on guitar, though barre chords and notation are also effective on all 
instruments in the mandolin orchestra family.  The fret number indicated the 
barred fret, usually where the index finger is placed. 
 

 
 
Here is should be noted that there are a few different acceptable ways to notate 
barres, stemming from different languages.  
 
The French word ‘Barre’ is equivalent to the Spanish word “Ceja”, so these notations 
are equivalent: 
 

Half Barre =  ½  =  ½ B  =  Half Ceja = ₵ 
Barre         = B       =   Ceja         = C 

 
 
Strummed and Rolled Chords Unless otherwise noted, it is assumed that all the 
notes in a chord are picked/plucked at the same time.  Sometimes, it’s nice though to 
hear chord notes in a strummed, slightly delayed fashion.  If you want a slow 
arpeggio, then notate that note by note.  However, if you want a unified strumming 
gesture, you can notate a block chord with various articulation options. 
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A Roll, aka Forward Roll, on mandolin instruments would be one slow downstroke 
through all the notated strings, low pitched to high.  On guitar, the thumb is often 
used, or each successive string might be plucked individually by a separate finger. 
 
A Backward Roll is an upstroke executed in the same fashion through strings high 
pitched to low. 
 

 
 
 
A Rasgueado is a flashy multi-stroke guitar pattern where the chord is rolled 
multiple times; three, four or five strokes for example. I recommend you check out a 
Flamenco guitar tutorial, if you want to explore that further. 
 
 
Divisi Whenever multiple simultaneous notes are written, each player in the section 
is expected to play all the notes written.  Sometimes though it’s not practical for 
each player to play the all notes you have selected for that section, and a ‘divisi’ 
mark used.  You can use a ‘divisi’ or ‘div.’ indication when you desire the section to 
divide up the notes and have each player in the section only play one of the multiple 
notes, as in this excerpt from Brahms, Symphony No. 1.   
 

 
 
 
 
While ‘non divisi’ or ‘non-div’ indicates to each player they should play all notes 
written, as in this example from Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet. 
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Extended Techniques from Amusing to Zany 
 
Bitones 
This delicate special effect can produce a fretted note of very high pitch. Expect the resulting 
tone to be shrill and poorly tuned.  
 
The technique is to fret with the left hand normally to stop a string somewhere on the fretboard.  
Then with the right hand, pick the string between the stopping finger and the nut.  The tone is 
produced by the fraction of the string on the ‘back side’ of the stopping finger, so the higher the 
finger position, the lower the resulting tone behind the fretting finger.  Provide ample rest to 
prepare and recover from this technique. 
 
Not a commonly used technique and no standardized notation. I would recommend indicating the 
string, the conventional note of the desired fretting position, and the expected resultant bitone as 
follows. 
 
This example shows several bitones that can be achieved on the G and D string of the mandolin 
at the 8th and 10th fret.   

 
 
The next example demonstrates a bitone at the 8th fret on the E string of the mandolin.  This 
demonstrates plucking alternately on behind the fretting finger and ordinarily and letting both 
notes continue to ring.  So, you get both (bi) tones sounding at the same time.  Many bitones are 
dissonant, but this one-featuring– C and B notes–is fairly harmonious as both are chord tones of 
the Cmaj7 chord. 
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Pitched percussive notes can be achieved by full dampening by the right hand while 
picking.   This effect can be notated by also using “x” noteheads to indicate a pitched 
percussive note. 
 

 
 
 
Another sort of weird hybrid effect, which I will call pitched percussive left-hand 
dampening, involves dampening with the left hand to achieve percussive notes. 
Depending on where you dampen with the left hand, you will excite overtones (like 
harmonics but dampened), particularly if you are picking hard with the right hand.  
Like with harmonics, dampening at the 12th, 7th, 5th and will give you the octave, fifth 
plus octave, 2x octave.  Dampening between these nodes, will create a more 
unpitched percussive sound.   
 
Using the same string picking patterns as above a different sound quality and 
resultant pitch is achieved. 
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Pick Drumming For this technique, dampen the strings with the left hand.  Then 
turn the pick so that the edge is perpendicular to the strings.  Use the pick to ‘drum’ 
down directly on a string.  Pitch of the percussion can be adjusted by moving the left 
hand or by changing the which string you are drumming on. 
 
In the example, the left-hand mutes all the strings at the 12th fret.  Then pick 
drumming occurs on the G and D string.  It works sort of like a zany very high-pitched 
set of bongo drums. 
 

 
 
Microtonality is music that employs notes smaller intervals than the well-tempered 
12-tone Western scale. Break the half tones of the 12-tone scale down to quarter 
tones and suddenly you have over 20 tones in a scale to work with, such as the 
Indian classical music system.   
 
Exploring microtones involves the use of an instrument that allows for sounding of 
a variety of pitches beyond the 12-tone scale. For example, with an unfretted 
instrument the sky is the limit.    On a standard guitar or mandolin, microtones can 
be achieved through bending strings, which happens on blues guitar all the time, it’s 
just not clearly notated. Also, some specialized instruments have additional fixed or 
adjustable frets to allow the player to access additional microtones on the 
instrument. 
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For Guitars Only 
 
Like mandolin family instruments: 

• 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 in the score next to a note indicates left hand finger to be used. 
• I, II, III, IV, V, VI… indicates fret number 

 
Here are few notations for guitarists only. 
 
Guitarists don’t use a pick in their left hand, they use their fingers and so effectively 
they have five separate picks to pluck with! Typically, they only use four, since the 
pinky is a lightweight.  So, the standard way to notate which finger used to pick is 
commonly called the PIMA system, which is derived from Spanish naming. Though 
the pinky is rarely called on, I will give you all the names. 
 

p = Pulgar  =   Thumb 
i = Indice  =   Index finger 
m = Medio  =   Middle finger 
a = Anular  =   Ring finger  
c = Chico  =   Pinky  

 
In a score, when you see one of these letters by a note, it indicates the finger to be 
used to pluck the note.  Composers need not define everything, since guitarists will 
fill the gaps with common practice. However, sometimes it helps to convey your 
intentions, so the system exists. 
 
Here are some common guitar patterns demonstrating the PIMA notation system. 
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Plucked String Inspirations Playlist 
Here’s a hodge-podge of mandolin ensembles playing a variety of musical styles for 
your inspiration.  
 
Solos 

§ Here Comes The Sun on Mandolin | Tim Connell 
§ Chris Thile - Bach: Sonata No. 1 in G Minor, BWV 1001 (Complete) 
§ Takashi Ochi - Fantasia n°1 for mandolin solo 
§ Alvina Voznesenskaya (mandolin) :: Yasuo Kuwahara - Jongara 

 
Duos 

§ Mike Marshall and Roger Tallroth - Forslund  
§ Astor Piazzolla – Escualo: Alexandrov - Skliar Duo 

 
Quartets 

§ The Modern Mandolin Quartet plays the Flower Duet by Delibes 
§ Cool, from "West Side Story" - Modern Mandolin Quartet 
§ Kerman Mandolin Quartet- Philip Glass - Mishima 
§ The Vintage Mandolin Quartet - Funiculi, Funicula 
§ HET CONSORT Netherlands plays Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart - 

Divertimento No.1 KV 136 by Mandolin Quartet 
 
Mandolin Large Ensembles 

§ "Homeward Bound" performed by the New American Mandolin Ensemble in 
Steenwijk, The Netherlands 

§ Ger Mandolin Orchestra 2013 - Toronto 
 
Mandolin Orchestras 

§ CMSA 2020 En Masse Performance - Heavens On Earth 
§ Stephen Lalor (*1962) : Two Hand-painted Soundscapes ; Melbourne 

Mandolin Orchestra 
§ "Homeward Bound" (Eden MacAdam-Somer) - F.A.M.E. Festival - Perth 2012 
§ Miracle of Cobalt Blue(Rie Muto)/Tadashi Aoyama 
§ Astor Piazzolla Libertango Mandolin Orchestra Ettlingen Boris Björn Bagger 
§ 初秋の唄.(桑原康雄) Yasuo Kuwahara The Song of Japanese Autumn 

 
Guitar Orchestras 

§ ACG Palladio Performance at 2017 ACG Fest 
§ Verano Porteño - ACGYO Golden Gate Tour 2019 
§ Danza del Molinero by Manuel de Falla - 360° Experience! | ACG Youth 

Orchestra 
§ Kalimba-Jürg Kindle 
§ Tango from "Dance Suite" by Mark Houghton-Arizona Guitar Orchestra 
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His works have been performed by International Contemporary Ensemble, Wet Ink 
Ensemble, the CMSA En Masse Orchestra, Oregon Mandolin Orchestra, Portland 
Mandolin Orchestra, Eric Huebner, Thomas Piercy and Suzanne Mueller, Wayla J. 
Chambo, Sky Macklay, Quintessence, Cypress Winds Clarinet Quartet and Rodrigo 
Baggio, among others. 
 
He has produced and released five recordings of original work, which are available 
on Apple Music and other streaming services: 
 

• Good Dogs Always Eat (2011) – jazzy tunes for mandolin 
• Opus Twelve: New Music for Mandolin Ensembles (2014) – 21 original 

pieces 
• Dubliners Blues (2015) – a heartfelt collection of folksy songs 
• Vesper (2019) – mandolin and guitar duets with Jonathan Rudie 
• Woodwind Impressions (2022) – three suites for woodwind quartet 

 
Joel’s music is published through Hyoshi New Media, Inc. and many of his scores 
are commercially available at SheetmusicPlus.com. 
 
Currently Joel is writing more music for mandolin ensembles and other interesting 
projects. He is always interested in musical collaborations and commissions. 
 
Contact Joel and discover his latest musical adventures at joelhobbs.com. 
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